Queen Sheryl Reigns

Student Council Acts
On LJ Finances,

Key Winners Announced

After

wading

seemed

The first runner-up was Kathy
Janzow, sponsored by Tau Kappa
Epsilon, and the second runnerup was Laura Sprague,

sponsored

by the Forestry Club.
The choice of HSC for their
‘67 Queen was announced at the
Talent Show this afternoon.
Also announced at that event
were the names of five new members of Green and Gold Key, the
honorary aganization.

Sheryl Carlson will reign over
Homecoming festivities at HSC
this weekend.
She was elected in balloting
earlier this week, and her victory
over 12 other
vealed today.

nominees

was

The five upper classmen newly named to Green and Gold Key
society
for 1967,are students who

have

re-

been active

in programs

HSC which havc enhanced
general environi.ent at HSC?

at

the

Don

Andrews,

President SDS,

of

changes concerning
jack editorship and
financial problems.

Lumberjack staff,

what

decision

repeated

67,
Dorm
Secretary-Treasurer
1965, WRA Extramural Chairman
1967-68.
Susan Jane Smith, Spurs, Dads
Day, Northern California-Nevada
Home Economic Association Sec-

long with

Mc

LJ

advisor

MacLyn

Jim

held

the

Linn,

who

feature

previously

editor

Miers resignation was

spot-

unanimous-

ly accepted, and was followed by
Terry Jackson’s motion to approve
Linn as temporary editor, vending

retary

Business

Club, Rep-at-large 1966-67, Board
of Finance ASB, Treasurer ASB.

applications

received

by Novem-

ber 15th, which would then be
considered. The scanty approval
of the motion came only after an

of th

the Teach-In) was discussed by
Osgood,
with
the decision
write a letter to Dr. Donald Kars
ner on the matter.
It was felt

that the Dean of Students should

properly handle the situation, an¢
not SLC or the Disciplinary Be

Clary) that he be replaced by veteran

validity

The Alleged illegal asking o
funds by SDS (via hat-passing at

editor Dave Miers was forced to
step down to the position of feat-

(a-

the

night.

the Lumbertheir recent

ure editor, and recommended

on

penalty assessment.
The cas
will be discussed next Monda

Due to an increased unit load,

Karen Lyman, Debate, Spurs,
Pi Kappa Delta, Dad’s Day Committee,
Karen Reese, V.P. WRA 1966-

Kruger,

through

hours

discussion and stale comment,
Student Legislative Council managed to approve a number of

19€7, student rights and responsibilities,
Ad-Hoc
Commission,

Janeene

like

Staff

The meeting seemed to be a
regressive slipback into repetit.:
ious and pointless discussion,
when compared to recent legis lat-

ive activities. It appears so often
that council members would be
better off to say less, think more,
and pick one side of the road,
father than sweat through two

hours of flagrant nonsense.

G.A. Merse

hour-long discussion of the qualifications and problems regarding

Sick Season

the editorship, most of which was
obviously out of the ignorance of

HUMBOLDT
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23,

vere

the

Publicity

action

posing

Board

agairst

the maximum

took

se-

ents for newspaper paste-up.

by

im-

SDS

penalty

of a

$10 fine and loss of publicity
privileges for 60 days.

The Publicity Board, which is
composed
of Po Yang Chung,
Gary Phillips,
Rich Booth and
activities advisor Stan Mottaz, de-

cided that the pamphlet handed
out both on campus and in Eureka
by the campus organi zation'*Students for a Democratic Society,”
was not in good taste as required
by Section E-1 of the Publicity
Code.
The pamphlet announced
the October 17 Teach-In sponsored by SDS and was entitled ‘‘An
Open

Letter To Our Men

nam.’*

in Viet-

The Publicity Board took

exception

to

certain

words

and

sexual references contained within the article. They also decided
that Sectione D9 and E7 had been
violated in that the pamphlet had
not been cleared with the Publicity

Board

tribution
sections.

for

as

off campus

required

As

a

result

by

dis-

these

of these

responsibility:
ee To cia
and make public the penalties which could be
Later in the day Tom Osgood imposed.
verbally notified SDS of the PubB. To present to the accused
licity Board's action. He then fil- students) a written statement coned an appeal on behalf of SDS
taining ail cf the charges against
with the Disciplinary Council and
im.
the sentence was suspended until ; C. To consider the accused
the case is heard by the Commit- student(s) in good standing until
tee on October 30.
such time as he is proven guilty.
At the time of the meeting the
D. To refrain from prosecuting
Publicity Board felt that their students for actions which are
action was in accordance with the subject to civil or criminal prosconsent

the year.

the

procedures set down in the Activsties Handbook and that the quest-

ecution.

ion of ‘‘immoral conduct”

cess

in Sect-

fon 15.1 of the Handbook empowered them to act as they did.
However Mike Jayne, the faculty advisor to SDS claims that
the Publicity Board, by imposing
their sanction, skipped entirely
the cue ‘*procedure’’ involved in
bringing about such an action.

The points Jayne claimed were
specifically violated under ‘‘Procedure’* are:
1. Humboldt State College(i.e.
the Publicity Board) has the re-

to all

own behalf, to cross-ezamine

com-

plaining witnesses, and to seek
and obtain faculty of administrative counsel, including the personnel in psychological services,
Jayne then said ‘‘We are really

distressed that the student govemuent

is taking theee steps
Continued
on ps, 3 6

a-

120 students and teachers marched in opposition
to the war and

the draft in front of the Post Office Building between 3 p.m. &
§:15p.m.

The
boldt
tound

anti-war

in

Hum-

County centers mainly athe concerted efforts of or-

ganizers
dent

story

like Joel Ziegler, presi-

of SDS,

Mike

Jayne

the or-

women at the Eureka draft board.
On the night of the 17th SDS sponsored a ‘‘teach-in’’ which filled
the CAC and produced response,
both pro and con, by student body

David Mc
and administration.
Reynolds, the evening's featured
speaker, later commented on the
‘*teach-in’* describing it as ‘‘one

aspetated many

but left no one in

the campus, and Dr,

Charles Yost of the Student Medical Center reports the heaviest
Sick-call ever to go through his
office,

During

the first four days of

the

week

a recent

staff treat

ed a total of 611 students, rang-

ing fram 107 on one day to 198
the recent
‘‘With
on the next.
State legislative cuts, it is very

difficult to handle such a number;
Stated Dr.
until 1963
tor and one
In
ents.

made

by

campus

organizations.

Yost. He added that up
the staff was one docnurse per 1,000 stud1983 it was cut to one

per 1,400, and the latest

doctor

legislative

doctor

and

cut reduced it to one

one nurse per 1,800

bad

students. ‘‘The legislature is being unfair to the students of its

taete’’ for students, and had been
distributed in Eureka without approval; both of theee are Publi-

During the first two weeks of
availability, 243 flu shots were

The anti-draft letter by David Mc
Reynolds

was

city Code
of actions

deemed

‘‘in

violations.
The mode
that was developed by

the Board included a letter to all
cainpus groups, and the fining and
60 day suspension of SDS (maximum penalty). After an appeal by

SDS, the matter was

Student

Disciplinary

sent to the
Board

for a

commented Yost.

State,”

students, staff

administered to

and

faculty.

This number, added

to the 611 already mentioned,
makes for a very full waiting room.
“*I'd like to add,’* said Dr. Yost,
“‘that we

on the staff appreciate

the patience shown by these students.”

Eureka Against Draft

boredom.
The outcome of the
meeting was the decision to go a-

head as originally

planned with

majority
voting to conduct no
acts of civil disobedience and:
the disenters reluctantly agreeing to abide by that vote.
With!

at their greatest

point 90 and in-

cluding a total of 120 participants
weaved
for over two hours in
front of the post office building
as businessmen,
passerby and

' heckling youth observed the event.
In parked cars nearby sat many of

that, all the confusion and anxiety: Eureka's most distinguished citiof the preceeding moments solidzens. Our diligent student body
ified into the groups common pur- ° president was on hand. The only
ose, the azecition of a success- | incident occurred when passing
ul anti-war demonstration.

Moni-

fantastic group therapy session."
tors were selected, signs were
ganization’s faculty advisor, Walt Many present at the CAC reacted
distributed and the 67 in attendSheasby, Vietnam summer co-ord- favorably to the proposal for a
ance moved to their vehicles and
inator, and the activist group demonstration Friday, a reaction
drove in mass to the site of the
Students for a Democratic Society no doubt given considerable try, demonstration.
whose 20 to 30 participants over petus by the excitement
In a matter of minutes the
generatthe past couple years have been ed by the events of the evening.
quiet corner of 5th and H Streets
tireless opponents to U.S. activitin Eureka was bustling with activA meeting was held Friday
ies in Vietnamee: affairs. From afternoo at the Unitaria Fellow:
ity a8 demonstrators from all din
n
this hagd core of committed war Ship, 80 as not to involve the
rections descended on it carrying
ptotestors the seeds of a ‘iable Campus a8 a Staging atea, and to signs that read, ‘‘These are our
anti-wat movement in this county put the issues up for vote before
Brothers Whom We Kill,’’ ‘‘End
finally took root with last Fridays the general body of demonstrat:
Selective
Slavery,’’
‘Kill for
demonstration.
ots. The hour and fifteen minute
Peace,"* “We Dogs Need 500
National Stop the Draft Week, meeting which produced a heated
From
Berkeley,’
‘‘Did Jesus
from October 16 to 21, which re- discussi
on of the alternatives ex- Preach Genocide," etc.
Two
sulted in demonsttations and acts

sick season has once a-

hit

President Tom Osgood, with a report from the Publicity Board.
After reviewing the violations by

Students Demonstrate in Downtown
Operations
at
the
Eureka ul Civil disobedience actoss the
draft board were shut down last country began in Humboldt County
Friday October 20 as a group of on the 16th with
a sit-in of 13

The

gain

licity was brought to the floor by

SDS surrounding the Teach-In,
the Board s agh out and discovereG@ 50 to 60 other urrors being

relevant information

including the depositions of his
accusers,
F. To grant the accused the
tight to present witnesses in his

The Ad-Hoc Committee

on Publications, which developed the allocation plan, also projected the idea of increasing the
budget for next year, allowing a
private printer to handle more of
the mechanical end of LJ production.
The recent flare-up over pub-

E. To provide the accused ac-

Center

In-

cluded in this action was the
Stipulation that the LJ staff show
an increased $625 in revenue for

alleged violations the board then

imposed, by common
maximum penalty.

Health

solved by the allocation of $625
from savings, to be paid to stud-

No. 6

SDS Appeals Publicity Penalty
In a meeting held on October

Hits HSC

some of the legis
la tors.
One financial dilemma of the
Lumberjack was apparently re-

COLLEGE

single

file

phalanzes:

numbering

youths

hurled

water

balloons

in-

to the ranks, they were spotted
and apprehended by police officets on hand.
There was some

chanting and singing and discuss-

ion, by the more militant, to escualate the demonstration.
On all points, Friday's demonstration was a tremendous success Jayne concluded.

At 6:15 the corner of Sth and
H Streets, five minutes earlier the
sight of a thriving peace demon:
station, had been returned to the
normal evening foot traffic and a
few lingering plain clothed police=
men.

Wayne Konkright

The
Page3.
Letters to

Council Approves Student

the Editor
I would like to offer the following

thought

to

the

members

our college community. I
it expresses what a good
of colleagues as well as
feel as we observe the

Oct. 37, 1967

Lumberjack

of

believe
many of
myself
current

(Editor's Note: The following is
reprinted from the October issue
of The Voice, published by the
Association of California State
College Professors,
The author
is a former HSC faculty member.)

stresses and strains on our social

structure:
**Effective action requires

California

ine all sides of the question
pay careful attention to the
gtay areas where much
truth resides. The scholars
cause serious trouble when

they decide to turn activist,
as many have today. For few
teachers are able to play

both roles effectively. Most
of those who try it are either
insufficiently persuasive in
the activist role or insuffic-

iently impartial in the classtoom."’
:
I regret that I cannot attribute
the expression to its source--it
is one of those quotations I file

with

the

thought

‘‘wish

I had

said this.’

In closing may I add the hope
that the activist elements

at the

fringes (frontiers?) will have patience with those elements of stu-

Gent body and faculty who, with
scholarly intentions, carefully
and quietly examine the gray
areas
‘‘where
sides."*

much

truth

A Mai Kai resident's suggestfon that Humboldt students stop
the

lack

of enter-

tainment opportunities and start
creating their own is a good idea.
But in addition to this it
should be noted that there are
many
ities now available that students are not taking
advantage of. For example, students are permitted to attend, with
mo

charge

approved a “‘bill of rights’’ for students

for

admission,

the

clearly by the students at colleges across
the nation.
Student representatives were
encouraged to participate in the
activities of the State Council of ACSCP.
Gene Mullaly was one of nine students
from various State Colleges who
attended this conference. The initial
draft which Mullaly presented was
adopted with virtually
no change.
Mullaly's proposal corresponds closely

same

freedom of speech, assembly, and right
of petition that other citizens enjoy and

This statement was initially drafted
and presented by Gene F. Mullaly, a
senior and economics major at
California State College at Los Angeles.
The text of the Resolution
follows:

that is enjoyed by other members of the
institution.
7. Students should have the right to
participate in and have ac:ess to
academic due process when charged
with violations of institution:l policy
from which any punishraent or
withholding of normal rights and
privileges may ensue. Furthermore,

1. Students should
be free to take
reasoned exception to the views offered

in any course of study and to make
judgments
about matters of opinion.
2. A student's permanent educational
record should consist of a reasoned
evaluation of student performance which
should be disclosed to others only upon
proper authorization of the student.
3. The race, religion,
or sex of students
should not be used to determine
admissions decisions. Furthermore, the
institution should use its influence to
secure equal access for all students to
public facilities in the local community.
4. Students should be free to hear
speakers and associate with extra-mural
and intra-mural organizations of their
own choosing.

to a much

laws.
8. Students should have the means for
redress of grievances in cases of

improper

academic

evaluation

or

unethical conduct on the part of other

members
of the institution.
e@®ees

ACSCP’S ACTION IS IN ACCORD with
student demands for increasing rights,
responsibilities, participation in
academic government, and involvement

in

due

process.

The

demand

longer and more

detailed

‘‘Joint Statement on Rights and
Freedoms of Students’ prepared by
representatives of five national
organizations during the past year.
These included the National Students’
Association, American Association of
University Professors, Association of
American Colleges, National Association
of Student Personnel Administrators,
and National Association of Women's
Deans and Counsellors. Mullaly
borrowed some of the language and all of
the basic principles incorporated in the

institutional authority should never be
used to duplicate the function of general

‘Joint Statement."

to

Ross Y. Keen
Executive Secretary

participate
in the affairs of the academic

Laub

New Hilltoper on Sale;

for the Draft Protest

Reasons

Photo Essay Sparkles

Fun

Editor:

about

matters of general

interest to the student body.
6. Students should enjoy

on September 8.

Lindy

Professor, Physical Science

gtiping

policy concerning

re-

John M. Borgerson,

Senate

Professors,

at the Asilomar Conference
Grounds in Pacific Grove, unanimously

position and act as if he
were wholly right. He must

with equal care and must

State College

community, long an objective of the
faculty of the California State Colleges,
is now being expressed loudly and

5. Students should be free to
participate in establishing institutional

The State Council of the Association of

that the activist forget
the arguments for the opsee the issues in blacks
and whites, with his cause
100% right. The scholar, on
the other hand, must exam-

‘Bill of Rights’

meet-

ings of the Faculty Academic
Senate and those of the College

Curriculum Committee. Were they
to avail themselves of these
Opportunities, they would find
them to be high forms of entertainment.
Sincerely yours,

James B. Carroly,
Associate Professor HSC

Dissenters

This week, a relatively small
group of men scattered across
the
country
publicly
returned

their araft cards and refused to
cooperate with the Selective Service System. These men face a
jail sentence up to five years,
widespread public disgust, and
lack of support even from many
of those against the war.
Why are these young men jeopardizing their futures and subjecting thenselves to incarcerat-

ion lasting longer even than their
proposed terms of military service?

Why are they rejecting the

alternative services offered with-

mortality and illegality of the Viet

Nam war, the draft resisters real-

lotta House’’ is the main feature
of the fall issue of Humboldt

ly participate

State College's feature magazine
The Hilltopper. The essay itself
was photographed by Tom Cooper

even

indirectly

in

this war through alternative service

nor

could

they

leave

the

country and pretend allegiance to
&@ country not their own while
their homeland- the most powerful
in the world-underwent a process

of moral self-destruction.

They

have also realized that the entire
draft system is opposed to the

inalienable rights of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness set
forth in the Constitution, and that

Resistance is a minor revolution in the personal independence

centuries
men
have passively
been shepherded into groups for

spokesman, all people are obligated to spend their lives in the
service

and responsibilities as human be-

human

person has the right to destroy
of control another fellow human
being’s life without his consent.
The value of one's life is the

ings capable of individual decisions. At last we are seeing a rejection of this willing subjection

highest

ual has and he should use it to

individuals are accepting completely personal responsibility for

of a gang destroys

their actions rather than referring
the responsibility to a commanding officer.
At last men are re-

pleasure. the United States may

do anything it wishes to do,
since ‘‘the good’’ of the U.S. is
whatever it has chosen to do-beCause it chooses to do it. This
ie wrong.
Obviously there is no such
tangible thing as the United

was proudly etched by the pen of
Jim Dodge.
The Carlotta House, located
in Carlotta, California, 40 miles

away, is encompassed by folklore,
legend, and mysterious

shadows.

It is with these qualities in mind
that Tom Cooper painfully and
with gteat care snapped the shut-

of man, a revolution well worth , hours to relate. It’s the story of
watching and supporting.
For
Once-upon-a-time youth and happi-

ican way of life’ through refusal
to participate in a system so ob-

This letter is in defense of
the draft dissenters, whom I consider to be 100% Americans and

and whatever it happens to deClare as its own welfare and

a poem that

of the draft resistor’s purpose in
resistance is all to evident and
long overdue.
Stimulated by the blatant im-

the majority

whatever the United States wills

its text

viously restricting them.

it was their duty to attempt to reinstate these rights in the “Amer-

the sole purpose of destroying
other men. As soldier they have
not only murdered other men but
have also given up their rights

The Selective Service Law
was enacted for ‘‘the good’’ of
the United States. It was rationalized that the standard of good
was that which is good for the
United States. Logically this
means that the U.S. stands above
any ptinciple of ethics, since the
U.S. is the source and the judge
of its ethics. ‘‘The good’ is

and has as

in the draft system and even refusing to file for conscientious
objection?
To those of us aware of the
potentially catastrophic effects
of a nuclear war and the absurdity

States, butit is made up of millions of individual people. With

beings.

The photo-essay on the ‘‘Car-

ized not only that they could not

kill in a war they felt was unjust,
but they could not conscientious-

or gang

rule as its

of the gang’s

thing

desire. No

which

an

individ-

‘tts ‘fulfest extént. If che person °
his life, they

are guilty of the highest conceivable crime. Therefore, a person

who

dissents

draft, which
troy his life
exercises
and right of
human.

In

against

the

does control or deswithout his consent,
his
responsibility
being an individual
this

light,

draft dis-

sentetrs should be praised as
Americans who are trying to obtain their rights of life--not mob
tule.
John Langs

and

degradation.

At

last

some

jecting the unnatural, less-thananimalistic psychological state
necessaty

We
public

are

to be a good

now

reaction

soldier.

witnessing

the

to the assertion

that men do not have the right to
tell other men whether of not
they must kill of participate in a
machine designed for murder; that

a draft board cannot make a moral, often fatal, decision for a po

Continued on page 6

ter on his camera.

is breathtaking.

The outcome

The quality-ez-

cellent.

But what

which

is

has

that old house

standing

stark-naked

have to say? The Carlotta House
has many tales which would take

ness mingled with the blood and
sweat of maturity and old age.
Now the house stands in constant
fear of death--still clinging to the
last vestiges of hope, the hope of
eternal life. All of these reflections can readily be seen by just
Starring into its glassy, dusty

eyes,
The real beauty of Tom Coop-

er's work and Jim Dodge's poetry
is that they reveal what has to be
revealed, but let the reader make

up his own folklore and legend,
The photo-essay on the Car-

lot

a “fuse

however.

has done much more,

't has summed

author’s own views of
death--all in six pages.

up the
life

and

**Definition: Flower Children’’
by Brian Konnersman concludes,
‘*4swith one world dead it would
be appreciated
if another one
could be born.’’
In this article
Konnetsman is dealing with the
ills of middle-class America and

how

one

group,

the

‘‘hippies,"’

reacts to its disdain with society,

One

thing that stands

out in

the article is the statement: ‘‘The
hippies, at this point, appear to

be a miscarriage.'’ But Konnersman has failed to logically come
to grips

with

this

assumption

in

the text of his article.
Konnerman's analysis of socfety and the ‘‘hippies'' shows a
great deal of perspective and inSight (much more than any other

article in the fall issue of Hilltopper), but he tends to belabor
issues of minor importance. Thus,
the outcome, perhaps due to his
lack of organization, is that he

tuns some of his ideas on almost
endlessly and looses the thread
of his thesis.
“Education: Not Satisfactory

at HSC*’

is the Hilltoppers

lead

article. The assumption of author

Dave Miersis that there is a great
student discontent at the HSC
campus.
There is only one thing
evident in Mr. Miers article, that

being the fact that students are
unhappy.

But this isn't new, even

to the casual observer. One wonders
if such questions as: ‘‘Should
there be fewer required courses?
Should the grading system be
abolished? Should there be more
independent research projects?
Should there be more interdisciplinary courses

in how

really digs down
problems

in the

to think?,"’

to roots

of the

field of educat-

ion.
Can answers to the problems generated by a society that
demands mass education be artived at by @ programmed analysis of trite questions?
The
substance
of
Sheila
Blankenheim’s article ‘‘! Matched
for Peace’’ centers around the
events

that

took

place

at

the

Spring Mobilization (a match protesting U.§. involvement
Nam) last April 16th.

in Viet

Miss Blankenheim's personal
naftative is extremely weak in its
totality.

Her

article

shows

no

Continued on page 6
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Tuneful Association to Sing at HSC
You, their friends, fans and
followers, will have to bring in
the final verdict. All we can do
is
acquaint
you
with
a few
‘sometimes, but not often’’ facts
that give this unprecedented unit
of six stimulating songbirds an
ethereal aura.
In the first place, the Beatles
have gone home, you see, and the
feeling of discontentment was
real.
Only a song entitled ‘‘Along Comes Mary," with its lilting melody and thought-provoking
lyrics, was doing anything to
gladden the scene. It was done,
of course, by the Association,
who gently reminded all ‘‘pop’’

personnel

that the alphabet still

started with ‘‘A."*
The Beatles, Byrds and Beach
Boys recalled the fact and looked upon the Asgociation with ap-

preciation

and

inquisitiveness,

The disc jockeys asked

the mus-

ical questions, ‘‘Where are they
from?"* Does anyone know anything about them?** And the echo

came from the West Coast ‘From
the folk field.*’
For the time, this explanation
was sufficient, and then came
**Cherish,’* a golden song and a

gold recoré.
fever pitch.

+-

Tutorial Project Plans —

Future; Notes Progress
After last Thursday's meeting
of the Tutorial
Program, Walt
‘Sheasby, John Woods, and John
the Program and its future.
Woods indicated because the
program must ‘‘reach’’ kids in
high school and elementary school
college students must be able to
relate to their social and cultural
surroundings.
It was agreed to

help them simply because their
real problems are not school work
but their homes and families.*’
*“‘We have
progressed
much
further at this time than one year
ago,’’ said John Woolley.
Al
though our funds are quite limited, at least we have a central office, an efficient hard working
staff, and a phone all our own.
The staff is made up of all gen-

change

eral

Woolley talked over the plans of

the name

of the program

to

Youth Aid Service or YAS. Such
small things as word changes, or
a better planned poster can help
the college student off on the
right foot when he starts tutoring.
Woods spoke about the schools
assistance in helping to survey
teachers for more tutees.
He
said that the project is accepted
by the schools and that they
realize the benefits that can be
given to the schools as well as
the kids.

members

that

the

50

main

tutors
Sheasby

YAS,

while

the

administration carries out the details of the staff.
Each tutor or
Staff member is expected to extablish a one-to-one relationship
between himself and the tutee
where the word friendship is better used than ‘‘counselor and
counselee’’ or tutor and tutee."*
Besides this singular relationship
there must be other activities that
both staff and kids can enter.
Dinners at the college, perhaps a
Swimming party at the pool, beach

As it stands now there are ajr parties
proximately
assignment.

of

or

picnics,

gtoup

dis-

awaiting cussions, etc. All these and more
reported
will make YAS a success.

concentration

for

Curiousity rose to a
Who were these

young men who seemingly spoke
the speech of the angels? Where
indeed was a manager to contact?
An elusive pattern was starting
to form.
Even now it seems that from
nowhere and yet everywhere, the
Association evolved.
The brotherly bound group lived in one
house, almost as if they were
Shutting out disagreeable components. Terry explains (or does
he?) how
the Association got
their name.
It seems that Ted,
Gary,
Terry,
Brian, Russ and
Jim were reheatsing one day and
the Association knocked on the
door and when they answered the
door, it was them.
Enchantingly
electric entertainers, they sweep the country
back and forth and forth and back.
whisking away as much unhappiness as they can. Their effervescent

personalities

draw

the young

people toward them and together.
To approach descriptive measures

of

their

music

would

be

nonsensical, really. The Association, in whole form and whenever, break sound barriers with
Soaring
tenotisms
and
bounce
bass

lines

as

if

fishing

in

the

deepest of waters. They are vocal virtuosos, harmonically tight
and
instrumentally
instinctive,

John Stanberry

On stage, they present a musical review and if you are fortunate enough to be watching through

INSURANCE

Opera glasses, groove with them
and fall through the kaleidoscope

of quicksilver melodical movement that is offered and bettered
by each performance.
The am-

All Forms Of Insurance
1020 G Arcata - 822-4657

bient ether of completeness that
the Association happily creates
balances audiences on the brink
of something very different and
desired.
Recordings are merely a promise of tomorrow.
Of something
not to be measured by musical

maestros with yardsticks of what:
should be instead of what could
be.
They will most likely write
the symphonies of the age for the
ageless at heart. You know those
people whose hearts and heads
and souls communicate
within
and without.
Disc jockeys call them ‘‘a
good group with a great sound
and right personalities.’ Friends

call

them

‘‘kind.’’

Fans

call

them ‘‘groovy.’* Audiences call
them ‘‘best.’°
Other groups admire them and
broadcast it. Proof of the pudding is the alarming amount of
Association-sounding groups that
have popped up in the past year.

Established groups have switched styles and joined the train of
Association mockingbirds.
No

better accolades

can

be handed

out than from fellow fiddlers.
And then along came “Windy,’*
a winsome, mellifuluent melody
that once again proved the ethereal ability of the Association.
The happiness of both lyrics and
melody might have been reason
enough why it tripped merrily up
the charts ata back-breaking pace.
Or perhaps it was more the feeling of “‘up’* that the Association
was able to put across and so
the listeners smiled and assoclated as they had done many
times before.
Whatever
the
reasons
you,
too, Should enjoy them. Because
to tell you the truth, if they get
the chance, they certainly will
enjoy you and your scene.

ATTENTION
COLLEGE STUDENTS!
Old Indian Saying
Walk less and
Get the Best

ese

Closest te You
NorthTown

For Sale
1960
RAMBLER
4-dr. Sedan,
Automatic 6-cylinder. Less than
42,000
miles,
$350.
Contact
Carol Hartman, HSC Ext. 452 or
phone 822-6042 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE 1960 Chevy Std. 6
wagon, good cgndition. Days call
443-6771, nights 725-3288.

this work, will be done in the
Manila area. ‘Although we wish
to establish one permanent center before expanding

to other areas

any gtoup of college students interested in another area may use
eur program.’* Already one group
has indicated interest in a tutorial project for the Arcata High
School

**One Million Years 3C
N gttly at 7:00 RM
Sat. Matinee 1:00 P.M

kids.

Sheasby said further that it is
“‘awfully important that college
students offer another world to
the kits of the YAS program."
‘‘Many of the school preblems
that the & kids have, stem from a
poor
backgtound
that destroys
rather than builds. Not too often
do
the local schools actually

WE'LL KEEP you
IN STITCHES

M7

DT ar ee ee.

JEWELER

imports.
L’ Avventurg
Michelangelo Antonioni’s

No matter what size
you wear, you'll be tickled
RAABRARAAAA

Fane

Another in the Directors
* Festivals’
Series of outstanding foreign

é

fall collection. Clothes

Nay
>

: a

Wal

by the shape of our

|

i

so infectious, they'll
have you rolling in

the aisles. Seriously!

Kenta

this story of Italy's idle rich
@@tablished Antonioni as one
worlds leading @rectors and
isa
provocative statement about

modem society.
Another
great film from the

Grector
of BLOW UP

604 ‘F street
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA

‘where Fashion is always Higher than Price

Smoking permitted in rear rows

&.~

NEW ART-MUSIC COMPLEX
PROGRESSING

PHOTOGRAPHY

by JEFFREY OSTERMILLER

LAY-OUT by BOB LEONARD
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and LAY-OUT

by

OSTERMILLER
BOB LEONARD
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HOMECOMING

|

Dinners

Spaghetti

Forma! alumni dinners and receptions are scheduled for three
organizations on campus.
The general alumni dinner will
be held at the OH Townhouse in
Eureka at 7:30 p.m. The main
speaker at the dinner will be
Hall-of-Famer Claude Eschelman,
and tickets will be available at
the door for $4.50.
The Forestry alumni will hold
their dinner at the Bella Vista

Nee

A CLASS

Inn at 7:30 p.m. The Spur reunion
tea will
afternoon
the game.
invited to

NORTH ARCATA

Float

Some

be held earlier in the
immediately following
All previous spurs are
attend.

Limits

changes

Changed

have

been

ion.

ees

3 miles
nertn
ot
Arcata atop Bella
Vista

Bella

Mill

Vista Inn
NOW SERVING

LUNCHES

an-

DAILY — 12 NOON TO MID.

‘SPA
CATERING,

IME:

RECEPTIONS,
LUNCHEON

PHONE

Parade

event at Homecoming
will be the Spaghetti

for

the

annual

ag

parade, which will include floats,
pretty girls, bands, drill teams
and antique cars, weather per-

the
Campus
Activities
Center
which for this night only will
become
‘‘Joe’s
Speakeasy’',
complete with decorations and
Roaring 20's waitresses. Con-

start at
and proceed

tinuous

entertainment

will

be

provided
by the Palisades
to
add to the atmosphere. Tickets
are on sale at the bookstore and

Can also be purchased from club
members or at the door, adults
$1.25, children 7 to 12 8.75, and

free. The
the HSC

suden
Seay cia
taise
money for scholarships for married students attending HSC. All
college students and the general public are invited to this ev-

mitting!

The

is

scheduled

to

Arcata lumberyard
up ‘‘G’* Street to

11th. It will then tum up to “‘H’’
Street and march down to the
Plaza. The participants will then

circle the Plaza where the reviewing

stand

will

be

judging

the

feats.
A number

of trophies

will

be

awarded to floats of different
Classes. The ‘‘perpetual’’ trophy
will be given for the most beautiful feat, as well as a trophy to
a class.I float and one t a class
feat, which are smaller. Because of price limitations set on

ent.

Homecoming

PARTIES,

This years’ Homecoming dance
has been changed to add variety
to the occasion. Instead of being

continued

SEELY & TITLOW CO.
ARCATA

from page 2

gain.*°

To put it bluntly,
March for Peace"’

‘|

the article
lacks per-

Spective and insight.
and what's
worse, the article shows signs of
bordering on sentimentality.

The above
to find
topper.
the

is only a sample of

which

one

can

expect

in the fall issue of HalThe quality of the rest of

articles

ranges

from

fair

te

poot. The one saving factor of th:

Youth Cards
Representative will be at the College Bookstore

Nov. 7,8,&9
11 a.m.--3 p.m.

$3.00 per year for 21 years and under
40% Discount and unrestricted reservations
OLDCARDS ARE NO LONGER VALID BUT MAY BE
FOR NEW ONES ON THE ABOVE DATES

Classes

12 noon

Variety Show-Ben’s Gym

2:00
3:00
5:00
7:30
9:00

dismissed

Keg Hunt
JV Football Game
Spaghetti Feed-CES Cafeteria, Admission $1.25
Bonfire and Snake Dance
South of Ed.-Psych Bldg.
Casual Dance-US Inc.

Saturday, October 28, 1967
10:00am Parade-Downtown Arcata
1:30
Game-HSC vs Cal Aggies,
Davis
Post Game

Alumni and Club recept9:00

ions and dinners
Semi-formal dance-Eureka
Inn

whole

issue

photo-essay
House, which
purchase
of
worthwhile,

is,

of

course,

the

on
the
Carlotta
in itself makes the
the
whole
issue

Bill Dierker

We feel that they are
technicalities to punour participation in

the October 16-20 nationwide protest against

It seems

odd

the

war

that we

in Vietnam.

be

should

singled out of the numerous

cam-

pus groups that also repeatedly
have violated these technicalities
in the past.’’

SDS plans to present a 3 point

approach to the Disciplinary
peals Board on Monday.

Ap-

KHSC Schedule
KHSC BROADCAST SCHEDULE
FALL 1967

lng

depth or thought.
One could
never afrive at a deep understanding of the importance of the
peace movement by reading Miss
Blankenheim’s casual statement:
‘Thad to march and I'll march a

the reading

PACIFIC AIRLINES

12 noon

using legal
ish us for

from page 2

tential draftee.
This is more
basic than a protest a cist te
wart in Vietnam. this is an extremely individual declaration of
independence,
We must watch the flounder-

Hilltopper

PET SUPPLIES

Friday, October 27, 1967

gainst us.

continued

GIFTS

of Events

Continued
from page 1

PARTIES

All Major Credit Cards

Schedule

SDS Appeal

Dance

Other limitations have been
excluded from this class in order ‘ after an evening game, it will be
held as a semi-formal at the Eurto encourage originality in design
eka Inn at 9 p.m. Saturday. ‘‘The
and frame shapes.
game
has been
moved
to the
In the Class Two competition,
afternoon for emphasis on this
the floats must not exceed 18 feet
dance’’, stated Rich Winnie, Homein length, eight feet in width, and
coming Chairman.
15 feet in height.
During the course of the evenThe expense linitation placed
ing,
there will be entertainment
on this class, excluding donations,
and the presentation of the queen
is $60.
and her court. Merv George will
provide the music, and the decorations will carry out the theme of
the roaring twenties. Rich reported a lot of pre-sale for the
event and added that the bids are
available at the bookstore, the
CAC and at the door for $2.
Dress for the evening will be
short evening dresses, dark suits
of Sportjackets and slacks.

Your Host: &. 4. “Pete” Peterson
Always the finest in wines, licueurs
ard
liquors

EXCHANGED

Ten a.m. Saturday is the time
set

Dinner to be held Friday, October 27th from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
The dinner vill take place in

839-3395

951 “HW” St.

Set for Sat.

SMITTY’S

NOON TO S$ P.M.
DAILY EXCEPT SAT. & SUN.

NANQUETS,

new
year

children 6 and under
jinner is sponsored

nounced in the Class One and
Class Two Float specifications
for the annual Homecoming Parade.
In the Class Qne division,
there are now no other limits other than a 15-foot height restrict-

“Where Gourmets Meet
fer the Uhimate
in Dining”

A
this

Dinner

~

Alumni

WEEKEND

beginning

of

this

rehumani-

zation of man; we nust nurse it,
and feed it in its socially unacceptable cou.nencement and hope
that it shall eventually lead us
away from our own inhuman nilitarism.
These resisters aren't
Strong. they are weak, they are
scarce, they are young and they
are without funds.
They realize
that their resistance alone is relative minor, that the government
can
ptobably
adequately
deal
with them, but they are a beginning anda beginning is necessary
for an end.
The real end to war must begin now

for we

haven't

muchtime,.

And perhaps one day it will be
as Daniel Webster said, ‘‘if the
administration has found that it
cannot form an atmy without con

scription,

it will find, if it vent-

utes on those expetiments. that
it cannot
enforce conscription
without an army.*’

Monday through Friday
3:59 Sign On
4:00 Something Else (popular
and contemporary

5:30

music)

Features, news and sports

6:00 Candlelight and Silver
6.00

Candlelight

and Silver

(light classical and dinner
music)
7.00 Compendium (news in dep
th, discussions, and inter
views)
68 00 Campus After Dark (contemporary music)
*9:00 Sequoia Concert (classical music)
11.00 Sign Off
* On Tuesday evenings, replac
ed by ‘‘Meditation’* (jazz mus
ic) On Wednesday evenings,
replaced ty
On Broadway''
(show tunes)
** On Tuesday evenings, replaced by second and third hour of

**Meditation*’
Saturday
3:59 Sign On
4:00 Saturday at State (various
ptogtams, to be announced)
1100 Sign Off

SCUBA DIVING COURSE
$39.00
ADVANCED SCUBA COURSE
$65.00
CERTIFIED INSTRUTORS — NAUI — NASDS

CALL 442-5305

1166 B ST, ARCATA
822-1701

a
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Alchemist, Classic
Comedy, Selecte d
comedy

by

Ben

ily understood

by most

contemp-

orary audiences.
Jonson was an exceptiona) 17th
century playwright in that his
plays were topical. He believed
that comedy and social satire
should be representative of the
period in which the play was

written. Hence, the scene for The
Alchemist is set in 17th century °
London,

and

the

plot

contains

satirical attacks on the political
and religious figures and the pop-

ular establishments of the time.
The attempt by the director
and the cast to make
The Alchem-

15 -Nations
Represented
_

College.

They

come

from

15 different countries and represent a wide variation of ethnic
and cultural backgrounds.
This factcan only serve to entich the college community as a
whole, 2s well as providing a uni-

que opportunity for an individual
to get to know someone from a
foreign land. Many of our prominent international educators have
voiced the view that by people
from various countries getting to
know each other, whether through
education of other ways,
the poss
bility of greater international understanding is enhanced.
Yet, this goal must be instituted at the level of person to
person contact. Therefore, for an
international student to truly gain
from his education, he must get
to know students from other lands
in ways other than strictly academic. One way of doing this
would be to re-establish the International Club, which many of
the foreign students are cons idering, a8 a means of implementing
their goals of mutual understanding.
The following is a list of the
names, home countries and majors
of the foreign students attending

this College:
Olli Ahtola, Finland-Business;
Andrew
Allo,
Cameroon-Game
t; Edward Gurns, Canada-Fisheries; Po Yang Chung,
Hong Kong-Fisheries; Ben Claro,
Chile-Business;

Robin

Crump,

England-Theatre Arts; Eduardo
Eusebio, Portugal-French; Monte
Gast, Canada-English; Ghousia
Ghatala,

India-Biology;

Jitendra

Ghelani, India-Biology; Marwan
Hujeij, Jordan-Poly Sci.; Araru
Ito, Japan-French; Phillip Mann,
Theatre Arts; John McCalmon,
Guiana-Fisheries; Siavash Noorafshani, Iran-Civil Engineering;
Noel
Paine, Okinawa-Oceanography; Ezra Porat, Isreal-Business; Joyce Price, Canada-English; Inchull Sung, Korea- English

Lit.

being
not be
bethan
will be

said. The costuming will
strictly that of the ElizaPeriod. Rather, the attempt
made to costume the cast

in such a manner that the costumes

will help visually communicate the
characters.

Z

In addition,

the téxt has been

Slightly altered so that contempofary names and terms will re-

place the outdated Elizabethan
terminology. For example, the
Elizabethan term Jack Fryers is
being changed to the more modern
term,
Puritans,
and the name
Billy Sunday, a 20th century evangelist, is being substituted for the
name of a rabid religious figure
of Jonson's time.
As an added twist, The Al-

chemist will sometimes beplayed
as a spoof on itself. The characters will often make fun of themselves or the situation or both.

Currently there are 19 foreign
studentsin residence at Humboldt
State

as an auditory, picture of what is

The Ad Hoc Commission on
Student Rights and Responsibformed

and they

stands

mediately.
The
legends
of Indians
in
these areas are also riddled with

a hulking giant carved

redwood.

The

McClarin’s tribute to the legend of
Bigfoot, a huge hairy race of hominoids said to exist in several
areas of the Pacific Northwest.

McC larin, 21, a senior zoology
major here at Humboldt State,
spent § weeks of the summer carving the statue from a 14 foot redwood stump donated by the residents of Willow Creek.
Jim, along with three companions, then
spent 10 days in search of the
real Bigfoot in the jagged wilderness of the Bluff Creek area. Attempting as much as possible to
remain hidden from view and maintain silence for a greater part of
the time. The group hoped to cap.
ture some movie footage or color
slides of the elusive giant.
To

aid in concealment

and mobility

they wore tailormade camouflaged
suits and moccasins, while each
man Carried only a camera (movie
or 35mm still), knife, first aid kit
anti-venom
kits, tear-gas Capsules (protection) and packets of

in the Spring

with honey, with shredded jerky
rounding out the calories. Appetizers consisted of any one of ten
different varieties of berries they
found during their trip. No fires
were made and conversation was
held to an absolute minimum.
Although they found no sign

of 1966 by President Siemens to

of Bigfoot

investigate

pedition, Jim says that
valuable in providing
experience, technique
ing them what to avoid

the

ponsibilities

rights

and

of students

res-

in re-

lation to the college community.

The Commission is chaired by
Dean Karshner, and is composed
of two faculty
members,
and
eight students appointed by the
ASB
president.

The Commission met regularly last year and submitted num-

erous reports and recommendations to the President of the College, the Academic Senate, and
the Student Legislative Council.
In addition to drafting a general
definition of the students role in
the

college

community,

and

a

delineation of the areas where
students have important rights
and responsibilities, the Commission submitted specific recommendations

areas:

in

outside

publication

the

following

speaker

policy,

board
to
complaints

policy,

regulation

of public expression,
establishment
of a

and the
fairness

investigate
student
about improper grad-

ing.
By
the

on

of the quarter
hopes to have

all the proposals collected into
a ‘‘Student Code of Conduct'’
to submit to the Student Legislative Council,
the Academic

Senate, and President Siemens
for approval. The ‘‘Code"’, the
Commission hopes, will help eliminate

many atbitrary decisions

this

summers

ex-

it was inthem with
and showon future

expeditions. For instance it was
agreed by all that next time they
would take sleeping bags, since
the heaps of boughs and shredded

moss they used as beds left much
to be desired.
During the same time as their
expeditions five different sets of
tracks were found in the same gen-

eral vicinity, but by other parties
including Dale Moffet, who was
flown in from Canada with a tracking dog to investigate.

Jim

plans

to

launch

another

was

much

more

past.
Bigfoot

numerous

is supposed

in the

to stand

7 to 8 feet tall, weighs 600 to
800 pounds, has a pointed head
and is covered with a thick reddish hair. It is said to walk erect,
has arms hanging to the knee, and

possesses

enormous § strength,

both physically and in terms of
body odor, which has been described as smelling like putrid
horse meat or rotten eggs.
Of
course he has rather large feet,
some tracks measuring 18 inches.
McClarin, who has been collecting material on Bigfoot for the
last four years is firmly convinc-

ed in the existence of these creatures and believes them to be possibly evolved from one of the giant
hominoid races of the past, per-

haps ‘‘giganthropus blacki,’’ a 7
to 12 foot giant of which there is
fossil evidence. Roger Patterson,
another
cxpert in this unique
field, feels wuch the same way.
Patterson, who resides in Yakima
Washington,
tells in the book
‘*‘Beyond Unseen
Boundaries,"’

of the giant teeth and skulls which
were found some years ago in
Northern China.
Anthropologists
declared the remains to have belonged to huge man-ape creatures.
The bones were carbon-tested and
found to be at least 500,000 years
old.
“The Sasquatch is evidently

the descendants of these giants
that waded across the peninsula
which once existed to Alaska,”’
Patterson theorizes.
Jit: MeClafin, wno is obvious-

ly deaa serious about the whole
questions of Bigfoot, states that,
“For me it is no longer a quest-

ion of whether

the things exist,

now it is a question of how to
find thein and when they will be

California and Oregon have ezpressed interest in the venture.

The elusive Bigfoot has been
sighted

in this

area

at least 50

times in the last ten years, with
evidence such as tracks and feces
more

numerous.

Ear-

lier recorded sightings of Bigfoot
date back over one hundred years
and
have
occurred
throughout
Northern California, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia, and
number literally in the hundreds.

A good example is Don L. Hunter
head of the audio-visual department at the University of Oregon.

Who, according

to the San Fran-

neat Todd Lake Oregon.

Three

would be proper protection and
treatment of them once
positively discovered.

they

Hunter,

who

is

well

1181 Myrtie Ave.

are

States McClarin, ‘‘We talk of
to

continue

them

exploit

on

all

Considering the immense

BARNES
DRUG

value in terms of psychology, biology, anthropology, and even religion

a

such

that

find

would

have, I can only hope that these

giants would receive better consideration than many other of our
helpless fauna."’

Anyone interested in joining
next years expedition should con-

‘Oa the Plaza’

tact Jim McClarin at 1351 H St.,
in Arcata of phone 822-4625.

~HOMECOMING-—

‘

¢ Special-Buy a Hambu
Get aCoke

for a Penny

Jills Drive-ia

Stated

versed

in

scientific method. ‘‘I can’t beit was an hallucination.

USS of us saw it. My wife was
The
just as scared as I was.’
frightened the couple
]

Shakes 20¢ +2¢ Tax-31¢

SEE US AT OUR NEW LOCATION

We specialize
in tices, chellebricatiéa, and......
jest about EVERYTHING! Tip-tep tune-ups, too.

JULIE'S

ARCATA

FLORIST

FLORAL DESIGNS — GIFTS — CANDY
+

budget terms.

ARCAT.

942 “G" Strrtet
PHONE (797) 622.111

Buseke

area

wilderness

Sisters

TEEN RRC
with Bac-o-chips

His main consideration

found.’*

levels.

etless, and acts only as an advisory board to the President,

MECHANIC
ON DUTY
Check
on our
We give S&H Green Srempe
oh & ‘GC’&.

tales of these ape-like creatures.
And indicated that the creature

and at different dates. Students
from nine different campuses in

made in regard to student rights
and responsibilities.
The Commission itself is pow-

MAX & Se

short their camping

conserving natural resources, yet

cisco Chronicle, caught a glimpse
of the giant hairy creatures striding across a meadow deep in the

the Academic Senate, and SLC.
The Ad Hoc Commission is
only temporary, and will be dissolved when the ‘Student Code
of Conduct'’’ is completed.

cut

trip and returned to Portland im-

expedition in the same area next
summer, with groups of six leaving for various lengths of time

being even
the close
Commission

in

monument is Jim

food (one for each day). The food
was comprised of oatmeal mixed

Unit Works
on Code
ities was

At the junction of Highways
96 and 299, near Willow Creek,

Sdiwteuecacneds

century

ist more easily understood than
it would in its original form is
threefold. The cast will be physically active. With gestures and
bodily motions emphasized, the
audience will get avisual as well

ARCATA,

CALIF.

98881

‘Beé@asean

17th

Jonson was chosen. First because the drama department has
never done a play by Ben Jonson.
Secondly,
is probably the funniest and most easily comprehended
of Jonson's
plays. The language and content
of Elizabethan plays is not read-

Search for ‘Bigfoot’

=me
=

a

Pope 7

=

Each year the drama department tries to do at least one classical play. This year

The Lumberjack

GR

The Lumberjack
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EEN WAVE WIPES OUT HAWAII
Face Aggies

Full-Scale Cage
Practices On
was

by

Dick

coach

Lumberjack

begun
last

chosen

Niclai

last

week

and

basketballers

full-scale

the
have

practice

as

of

itions are

Van Jones, Craig Moore,

and Den Bianchi.
Coach Niclai feels that ‘‘our
team is a little better balanced,
has more experience and has a
little better height than last years

Monday.

Coach Niclai picked 15 men
to represent Humboldt this season. Pat Patton, mentor of the
junior varsity squad, has nine
men in his group with the possibility of more players being added after the football season is
over,
The appearance of a few late
comers is hoped for by coach
Patton. The J. V. coach hopes to

recruit some more ballplayers
and particularly some big men.
Heading the list of varsity
performers this year is Dick Dowling, All-Conference guard, and
Connie Seymour, second leading

team.’*He thought that Sacramento
State and University of California
at Davis would be the teams to
beat for the FWC crown.
Last season

the Lumberjacks

lost to the Sacramento quintet
twice by one point. The Jacks
finished the season with a fifth
placetie with Nevada's wolfpack.
Coach Niclai’s charges face a
rugged schedule in Portland State,
Oregon College, Oregon Tech,
Puget Sound, Seattle Pacific,
and Western Washington, even
before

league

way.
Right

now

play

gets

Coach

under-

Niclai

is

rebounder of last years play.

stressing fundamentals,

.Highflying Ron (Pete) Peterson, flashy Charley Johnson, and
Clint Bainbridge, Steve Rocca,
and Ray Curtis, complete the list
of returning lettermen. They are
.
all seniors.

and lots of conditioning in the
varsity’s practice sessions. The
coach is also trying to get the

The

new

talent

are

big

Bill
Winkelhalz
(@°8°*),
who
Should be a cinch at center, and
sharp-shooting Frank Evans.
Completing the list of players

Picked for varisty play are sophomores Ron Garland, Greg Whitlock, and Roger Williams.
For
the first year, freshmen are able

to compete in FWC play so fresh-

men Steve Boe, Jim Johnson, and
Bob Munther were named to the

squad,

defense,

the short drive with a one yard
plunge to paydirt for the score
and freshman Kevin Watts booted
the extra point to give the Jacks
a 7-0 advantage.
Late in the final stanza the

afternoon

Jacks got another break when a
roughing the kicker penalty gave

hustled

the

Hornets

go into to-

Sacramento

28-20

two

State

weeks

and upended the favored
bows last Saturday.

ago

Rain-

Neither rain, nor mud, nor the

Hawaii Rainbows could deny
Jacks victory as coach Bud
Derens
crew sloshed for
second half scores to upend
Hawaii gridders.
After

battling

the
Van
two
the

to a scoreless

first half, the Jacks got a break
early in the third quarter when
Dave Albee pounced on a Hawaii
fumble on the Rainbows
25.
Versatile John Burman capped

with the College of Redwoods,
and some conference teams in the
Christmas Tournament.
This year the varsity will receive white uniforms with green

will wear the usual white

shoes.

Almost Win
Fighting an uphill battle
way the Humboldt State
polo team failed to make it
top by losing to University
ifornia at Davis
last weekend.

7-6

and

son has finished number

two for

squad.

to miss the PAT from the 17.
Tomorrow afternoon the Jacks
will try to make it three in a row
when they host the

Aggies

Coach

Van Deren’s crew has shown
tremendous improvement in their
past two outings and promise to
give the visiting Aggies all they
can handle.

**0.J."°
(Outstanding John)
Burman is the main offensive
threat for the Jacks. In recent

This is the third consecutive
week

that

the

Lumberjacks

have

had to stage an inspired second
stage comeback.
Unfortunately
for the Jacks, their first half efback four times

cation in 1949. Prior to his graduation he won All Far Western

this sea-

son.
In Far \Vlestem Conference
play the Green and Gold poloist
squad has a 1-2 record and their
overall win lost mark stands at
8-4.
To date the HSC mermen
have piled up 61 points to their
opponents 54.
Leading point makers for Humboldt in the Davis tilt Friday
were Marshall Kane and Brent

secon

Keg Headquarters

4TH STREET MARKET
Send
sure

Fri & Sat tam

into the endzone clutching the
pigskin. A holding penalty against the Jacks caused Watts

10-9

Coach Jim Hunt complimented
Neleon by saying that ‘Jack is
like Tuttle in that he is improving steadily and both are fine run.
ners. Jack is a very hard worker.*’
Coach Hunt felt that his team Howatt with two goals apiece.
fan vety good times considering In Saturday's contest Wayne Hagthe rain and mud. ‘‘John Noonan gard and Kane paced the Lumberand San Francisco's Don Golden jack's scoring attack.
Altogether the Green and Gold
both fell down four times’* he
Kane is also leading the Jacks
ctoss countfy men took seven of stated. Phillips came on to beat in scoring and in shooting perthe eight top places. They also both of them, however.
centage by getting a .429 clip for
grabbed 11 of the first 14 positSaturday the Lumberjacks take the first seven games. As a team
ions.
on the Nevada Wolfpack and the Humboldt scored 61 goals out of
Tuttle turned in a time of Davis Aggies in a wiangular meet
183 attempts for a .333 average.
26:88.3 in a wet and muddy four to be held at Dr. Lamphere’s
The Lumberjacks now have a
mile race. His time stands as a (Ex-Head of the Science Depart- 1-2 record which puts them tied
record for this is the first time ment) place, and on the Mad Riv- with San Francisco for third
the course has been run in comer sand dunes at 11 a.m.
place. Chico State and the Davis
petition. Tack Nelson, former
Coach Hunt expects a tough swimmers are tied for first with a
Arcata High distance star, sloshbattle, especially from Davis. 3-0 record.
ed across the finish line in 28: Dave Furst, who finished behind
Homecoming weekend has the
4 for a second place.
Tuttle at Chico last week, and Lumberjacks at home going aOther
Lumberjack finishers Steve Rough who finished fifth gainst the Cal State at Hayward
were Vince Engje, 26:20; John in the FWC iast season, promise Pioneers Friday night at 7:00p.m.
Noonan 27:86; Mike Phillips, 27: to give the Jack harriers some and Saturday at 11:00 in the morn46; and Ken Lybeck, 27:55. This 2ble competivon.

&

Craighead made a leaping grab
between two defenders and fell

all the
water
to the
of Cal.

forts have put them too far behind

Tuttle Paces Jacks Win

Party

another score as he hit end Byron
Craighead with a scoring pass.

a

for two games, four with Shasta
J.C., Chico for a couple, one

the Jack

them the pigskin on the Hawaii
21. Quarterback Jim Costello
wasted little time in ringing up

check
to

.¥"8

or

include

order.

your

bustage or handling

sales tax.

Zip

Code.

Be

charges. Add

a Te

Prompt shipment. Setisfection Guaranteed

Tilt

FWC statistics, Burman ranks
second in rushing, fifth in scoring, second in punt returns, and
first in kickoff returns. Burman,
who has more moves than a buglar, is also the favorite target
of quarterback Jim Costello.
Much of Burman’s yardage can
be credited to the fine blocking
effort of Humboldt’s rapidly improving and hard hitting offensive
line led by tackles Phil Stearns
and Chuck Bailey, guards Steve
Kilkinney and Steve Brown, ends
Byron Craighead and Gene Van
Dyke, and center Fred Claussen.
HSC's defensive crew is paced by tackle Hank Fisher and
linebacker Galen Sarvinski, plus
a defensive backfield that is
getting better each week.
|
The Aggies will bring to Red-

wood

Bowl

an

offense

quarterback Dennis

backs
Randy
Tony

Cristo.
ed

oe

led

by

Bunting, half-

Neal
Zoumboukos
and
Scagliotti, and fullback
The
tough

defense is
linebackers

Seotionsh and Don Hicks.

Eshleman Named
Hall of Fame

Polo Players

to come

Led by ace, Gary Tuttle, Humboldt State posted one of the most
lop-sided victories of Lumberjack
history in slaughtering the visiting San Francisco harriers 15-48,
last Saturday.
Had not Don Golden placed
sizth for the Gators, the Jacks
would have swept the first seven
for a perfect score of 15-

1967

too. They are to

meet the Mt. Lassen basketballers

They

the

ever, the Jacks last two victories
have been upsets as they out-

**We'll knock off some fine teams,"
face

in

encounter with a 1-1 FWC record
and a 3-2 seasonal slate, How

Citing
basketball,’*
commented
coach Niclai on his team’s future.

tough schedule

1:30

morrow’s Far Western Conference

“*We're going to play some ex-

he went on to say.
The Jack J.V. forces

at

Homecoming &
The Lumberjacks

basic offense patterns down.

Members of the J.V. group in- * and gold stripes for home games.

Clude guards George Nagle, Joe
Cheshier, Mike Blackwell, and
Carl Dominey; at the forward pos-

Fresh from a stunning 13-0 upset of the University of Hawaii
Rainbows
in muddy Redwood
Bow! last Saturday evening, the
HSC Lumberjacks will host the
Cal Aggies of Davis tomorrow

faglit ttl if i

Humboldt State’s 1967 basketball team

In Homecoming

To

